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The CAFS 
Systems have 
been designed 
for extinguishing 
all types of fires. 
The system  work 
in two modes. 
Water mist and 
water mist with 
foam or wetting 
agent.

The Vehicle Mounted 
Systems are light 
and have a small foot 
print and can be fitted 
into any vehicle. 
These systems are 
available with petrol, 
diesel or battery driven 
pumps. 

BRANCHES

MISTING 
BRANCH

QR BRANCH

BRANCH TYPE 
LANCE

Angloco Mist-Tech fire fighting 
equipment provides optimum 
firefighting performance using 
the latest advances in water 
mist technology. 

LANCES

ECO PIERCING LANCE

QR PIERCING 
LANCE

ANGLED LANCE

CHIMNEY LANCE

CAFS TROLLEY VEHICLE MOUNTED 
SYSTEM



ZL600H

ZL1000

JOHSTADT Fire 
fighting Centrifugal 
Pump (single-stage) 
made of seawater 
resistant aluminium 
alloy with pump 
shaft made of 
stainless steel and 
mechanical seal

-  1 x Suction inlet (2½"), suction sieve
-  1 x Pressure outlet (2½") with pressure valve
-  Coupling system: Storz (others on request)
-  Priming system: Manual piston pump

Options 
-  Pump casing and impeller made of copper alloy  

(red brass/bronze)
-  Second pressure outlet and pressure outlet gauge
-  Thermical valve
-  Electrical starter (with starter battery, hour meter,  

plug box for external charger)
-  Spotlight

Centrifugal Fire 
Fighting Pump 
(single stage) made 
of seawater resistant 
aluminium alloy 
with stainless steel 
pump shaft and 
mechanical seal. 

- 1 x Suction inlet (4") 
- Suction strainer 
- 2 x Pressure outlet (2 ½") with screw-down valves
- Coupling system: BS (Storz on request) 
- Priming system: VACUMAT 

Options 
- Pump casing and impeller made of bronze 



NEW Emergency Plug for E-Cars

The NEW Emergency Plug for E-Cars provides a safe 
environment against unpredictable vehicle movement 
when electric and hybrid cars are involved in an accident. 
The Emergency Plug is placed in the charging socket of the vehicle, it 
then communicates with the car’s software by making the car think it is 
being charged.  As a result it is not possible to operate the car. 

»  The Emergency Plug is universal and will fit into any type of E-Car and 
Hybrid socket, easy to use and suitable for all emergency services. 

EMERGENCY PLUG



AIRBLAST VENTILATION
ResQtec offer 
var ious types 
of ven tilation 
equipment, 
including the  
NEW Airblast  
18" battery 
driven fan. 

AUTO CRIBBING
Stabilising vehicles has never been 
easier. Lightweight and portable, 
once the Auto Crib-It is in position  
it automatically follows the load.  

CRIBBING
Crib blocks are used for stabilisation of an 
ob ject or to support in lifting objects during 
a rescue operation. 
The unique interlocking system of the 
crib blocks allows for creating a variety of 
stabilisation structures with ease.  

PROFIX MAX STRUTS
The Profix Max is an integrated and easy 
to use shoring device with a powerful 15 
tonnes capacity at a safety factor of 4:1. 
It can be operated manually, pneumati cally 
and even hydraulically in combina tion  
with a ram.  

NT HYBRID BAG
It is the design of the NT Hybrid 
that is the driving force behind its 
many fea tures and capabilities. 
The oval shape forces the bags 
to stay flat throughout the lift. 
It’s embedded Load Capacity 
Enhancer (LCE) and sta bility centre 
turns the limitations of lift ing bags 
into strengths and ease of use. 





TXS

320 x 240 Resolution 
(QXT, LDX, T3X, TXS)
Hot Area Detection 
(QXT, LDX)
Electronic Thermal Throttle 
(QXT, LDX, T3X)
DVR 
(QXT, LDX, T3X)
Switch on Record 
(QXT, LDX)
Still Image 
(QXT)
2x & 4x Zoom 
(QXT, T3X)

SPECIFICATIONSLDX

QTX

TXS

Docking stations for 
desktop and Vehicle 
charging are also available 

Bullard's Thermal Imaging Cameras have new infrared sensor technology 
providing the world's best image quality on the firefighting market. 
Combined with ICE (Image Contrast Enhancement) Imaging Technology, 
objects and their background are shown in razor-sharp resolution ensuring a 
clear, interruption-free image, particularly at high ambient temperature. 







NEW Car Fire Blanket

An efficient and safe solution for controlling the outbreak of vehicle fires. 

CAR FIRE BLANKET

Suitable for all electric, hybrid, petrol 
and diesel vehicles including SUVs.

»  Available as a single use or a reusable 
blanket which comes in a smart bag 
easily stowed within any fire and 
rescue vehicle. 

»  Also available, is the option of a  
wall mounted cabinet. 

»  An ideal solution for multi-story 
carparks, large parking facilities, where 
access can be limited and is easily 
deployable.  

The car fire blanket reduces toxic waste 
gases to a minimum and significantly 
reduces the smoke damage to buildings, 
other vehicles, and prevents the spread  
of fire. 



DEWALT, is a market-leading 
manufacturer of premium 
power tools and accessories 
that provide a fully 
integrated system solution 
for the Emergency Services. 

DEWALT tools offer unparalleled 
performance, with durable 
construction for professionals. 
You can rely on DEWALT to 
get the job done, with a 3-year 
guarantee on most tools.

With over 100 tools in the range, 
the 18V XR Lithium-Ion battery 
platform is the biggest and fastest 
growing in the range. 

»  All 18V XR products are 
compatible with XR FLEXVOLT 
batteries, giving you longer 
runtime and even greater 
flexibility. 

»  Every one of our products 
has been tested at length by 
genuine rescue professionals, 
ensuring they never let you 
down.







Angloco Type III Fire Hose is a premium high-quality product used by 
professional fire fighters around the world in the most demanding of situations. 
Angloco Hose has a hard-wearing PVC/Nitrile lining and cover which is bonded 
through the textile reinforcement.

Angloco Type III Fire Hose has excellent chemical and ozone resistant qualities and will 
provide many years of reliable service.

The construction process provides excellent resistance to a wide variety of chemicals 
and oils and will withstand accidental contact with hot embers. Angloco Type III’s strong 
PVC/Nitrile cover provides a tough external coat ensuring excellent abrasion resistance. 
Angloco Type III Hose requires no drying and cleaning.

• Fire and Rescue Services
• Marine Industry
• Civil Defence
• Aviation Industry
• Petrochemical Industry
• Major Industrial Users

Lengths up to 100m available –  
Standard lengths: 15m, 18m, 20m,  
23m, 25m, 30m and 60m

25mm (1″), 38mm (1 ½”), 45mm (1¾”), 
52mm (2″), 64mm (2½”), 70mm (2¾”), 
76mm (3″), 102mm (4″)

• Manufactured to BS 6391
• Lloyds Registered
• Oil and Chemical Resistance
• Heat and Abrasion Resistance
• Weather Resistance

• Red, Blue or Yellow

@

KEY USERS

LENGTH OPTIONS

DIAMETER OPTIONS

KEY FACTS

COLOUR OPTIONS



RAM MONITOR

MAIN LINE BRANCH

Elkhart Brass is the 
industry’s most 
experienced manufacturer 
of innovative fire 
protection equipment. 
They manufacture more 
than 2,000 products used 
in virtually every aspect of 
firefighting.



DIGITAL FIRE TRAINING PANEL PACKAGE

LION is one of the world's largest fire and 
safety training equipment providers and 
full-scale, multidisciplinary fire training 
complexes. LION offer some of the most 
complete arrays of highly differentiated 
products and services to ensure that first 
responders are truly ready for action.

CBRN TRAINING UNIT

CARBONATIONS TRAINING UNIT



BULLSEYE SET

MISTY ELECTRONIC BLINDMASK

SG1000 SMOKE 
LIQUID SET
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sales@angloco.co.uk


